A great dunny read coming your way again….

Convict Trash
Run 1791 – 22nd March 2021
Hare: Slops – Kogarah Hotel
Starters Gun
Well after days of consistent heavy rain, what were we expecting? A well set run with clearly
marked arrows and circles. Unlikely!
Amazingly so, given the crappy weather most of the usual convicts turned up for their weekly
exercise, that being either to run or walk in the rain, or raise their arm at the Bucket afterwards.
The Hare informed the runners and walkers of the details of where to run or walk, and off they
went for their dash in the rain, and all were back shortly after 7pm. Our shortest run ever!

Run Review by Merkin
A really good run, with so many arrows and circles under the awnings. Had to be the emergency
code service markings.
We stopped at Pet Barn, found 2 girls in distress, so 10 blokes stood around watching while one
bloke tried to shut the door of the girls’ car. Definitely the highlight of the run.
We went over Carlton Station and did a loop around and back to the pub. Overall run was a bit
short but to give Slops some encouragement to set another run I will award a score of 5/10

Birthdays- In memory of Stringy who sadly is celebrating his 77th Birthday today away from us
Visitors –Only Brengun was crazy enough to visit on a night like this
RA’s Report –
Kogarah
-

We have had so many runs in Kogarah, I’m running out of things to talk about
Tonight I will talk about one of Kogarah’s favourite sons, Clive James
He was born in Kogarah in 1939 – he was born Vivian James – no wonder he changed it to
Clive
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Sadly his father was a POA to the Japanese in WW2. He survived, but on the way home to
Australia, his plane crashed, killing him and all on board
Clive moved to England in 1962 where he remained for the rest of his life
He mixed with other Aussies there – Bruce Beresford, Brett Whitely, Barry Humphries and
Germaine Greer
Clive became a TV Critic, wrote Books and Poetry, was a TV Show host, he produced TV
shows, he was a Travel Host, he presented Documentaries, he was a Radio Show presenter
and did many other things – he was multi talented
He once described Arnold Schwarzenegger in his Body Building days, as “a brown condom
full of walnuts”
He spoke and read 6 languages
Clive was a long suffering St George fan, having gone to school with Reg Gasnier. We have
some of them in our Club!
He was a heavy drinker and smoker most of his life, smoking up to 4 packets a day
Clive died in 2019 aged 80. For many years he had had Leukemia, Emphysema and Kidney
Failure (little wonder given his habits)
Just before Clive died, he said he was embarrassed that he lived this long given his lifestyle
choices

-

Next Weeks’ Run
Cronulla Bowling Club

Hare

Moa Goa
On On

JD’s

Our Easter will be drawn at this Run
Prickette
Dundee nominated Hellismeller for doing the whole run – Female of the Year
Duck nominated Bingo for having a sneezing fit on Friday night at Loaner and Squattings’ place, 22
odd sneezes, spreading Covid, and worst still she spilt wine on Loaner’s prize work bench
Slops nominated Taxing – when she arrived at the pub, Slops gave her directions, and then about 5
minutes later, Rabbit gets a phone call from Taxing wanting to speak with Slops asking for
directions again (and for having her phone with her on the run).
Rabbit nominated Bingo for attacking this harmless bush cockroach who was minding his own
business crawling up the wall, obviously not interested in watching the football. Anyway when
Bingo attacked it with a can of Pea Bea spray the cockroach fell to the floor and died and an
agonising death.

Prick
Grewsome nominated Dundee for wanting to murder a butterfly on the weekend but Dirty
Weekend came to its rescue (she wasn’t quick enough to save the cockroach).
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Bingo nominated Dundee – coming home yesterday, Bingo suggested to Dundee that he might
want to be in the left lane if he wanted to travel the NorthConnex to which he said “I know” so
when they were coming up to the sign for Sydney Airport, she didn’t want so say anything, (and I
think they missed it).
Duck nominated Sir Les – we all gathered at Squatting and Loaners’ on Saturday morning so we
could travel in a convoy to the wineries, and we were all waving at Sir Les as he took off, only to be
ignored, and then finally he realised his tailgate was open

Prick

Dundee

Athletes

Prickette

Bingo

Birthdays

New Shoes

APPLE DOES IT AGAIN!
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Apple announced today that it has developed a
computer chip that can store and play Hi Def music in
breast implants.
The iTit will cost between $499.00 and $699.00,
depending on speaker size.
This is considered to be a major breakthrough
because women have always complained about men
staring at their tits and not listening to them.
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Hare Line

Committee Details - Website www.botanybayH3.com.au
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